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CHD Films Presents — Infertility: A Diabolical Agenda

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

“Infertility: A Diabolical Agenda,” is the fourth vaccine-related documentary by Dr. Andrew

WakeAeld. It tells the story of an intentional infertility vaccine program conducted on African

women, without their knowledge or consent.

While it’s been brushed off as a loony conspiracy theory for years, there’s compelling evidence

showing it did, in fact, happen, and there’s nothing to prevent it from happening again.

The Backstory

As explained in the Alm, the World Health Organization began working on an anti-fertility vaccine,

led by Dr. G.P. Talwar in New Delhi, India, in the 1970s, “in response to perceived overpopulation.”

For 20 years, the WHO’s Task Force on Vaccines for Fertility Regulation worked with population

control in mind.

In 1993, the WHO Anally announced a birth-control vaccine had successfully been created to help

with “family planning.”  The paper trail reveals that by 1976, WHO researchers had successfully

conjugated, meaning combined or attached, human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) onto tetanus

toxoid, used in the tetanus vaccine. As a result, when given to a woman, she develops antibodies

against both tetanus and hCG.

HCG is a hormone produced by cells surrounding the growing embryo. These hormone-producing

cells protect and support embryonic growth and eventually form the placenta.

As explained in the Alm, hCG is the Arst signal that tells the woman’s body she’s pregnant. In

response to this signal, her ovaries then produce a second hormone, progesterone, which maintains

the pregnancy to term.

By combining hCG with tetanus toxoid, it causes this crucial pregnancy hormone to be attacked and

destroyed by your immune system, as it’s now misperceived as an invading pathogen. Since hCG is

destroyed, progesterone is never produced and, hence, the pregnancy cannot be maintained.

So, if you’re already pregnant when taking this witches’ brew, it will likely result in a spontaneous

abortion, and if you’re not already pregnant, you won’t be able to get pregnant, as this crucial

pregnancy hormone is under constant attack by your immune system. Repeated doses prolong

these effects, effectively rendering you sterile.

The WHO Has Been in the Depopulation Business for Decades

As detailed in a ScientiAc Research paper published in 2017,  “WHO publications show a long-range

purpose to reduce population growth in unstable ‘less developed countries.’”

In other words, the WHO’s longstanding policy has been to support depopulation in third world

countries, and they’ve studied depopulation strategies in India, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Nigeria,

Mexico, Indonesia, Brazil, The Philippines, Thailand, Egypt, Turkey, Ethiopia and Colombia for

decades.

While creating an anti-fertility vaccine for those who really don’t want children is one thing, using

deception to lure girls and young women into taking it is another entirely. As it turns out, the WHO is

not above using deception and trickery to shut down fertility in populations they deem unworthy of

reproduction.

The Great Deception

The central Agures of the Alm are two Kenyan gynecologists, Drs. Wahome Ngare, and the late

Stephen K. Karanja. Both state in the Alm that infertility is now the biggest gynecological problem in

Africa. In recent years, there’s been a signiAcant increase in women losing their pregnancies and

couples who cannot conceive.

“I have seen the tears. They lose their identity. You die inside,” Antoninah Mutinda says. She knows,

because she’s one of the African women whose fertility has been mysteriously impacted. After her

third miscarriage, she was tested and found to have extremely high anti-hCG antibodies. She now

suspects the tetanus vaccine she was given may be the culprit.

The anti-fertility vaccine was rolled out in the mid-‘90s, but despite support from the Kenyan

leadership and “elite groups,” it was not popular among Kenyan women, who were concerned about

the potential for abuse. They worried it might be disguised as a regular tetanus vaccine program.

Their concerns were valid because, as it turns out, this had already happened. In 1995, the Catholic

Women’s League of the Philippines won a court order halting a UNICEF tetanus program that was

using tetanus vaccine laced with hCG. Three million women between the ages of 12 and 45 had by

that time already been vaccinated. Anti-hCG-laced vaccines had also been found in at least four

other countries.

Undeterred by bad press, that same year, 1995, the Kenyan government launched a WHO tetanus

campaign under the guise of eradicating neonatal tetanus. There were telltale signs that something

was wrong, however, because it was already standard practice to vaccinate pregnant women

against tetanus. Now, the WHO insisted women who weren’t pregnant needed the shot as well, in

case they were to become pregnant.

Karanja learned of the deceptive anti-fertility campaigns in other countries during a medical

conference in 1995, and became immediately suspicious of the tetanus campaign in his own

country. Karanja convinced leaders of the Catholic church — one of the largest health care

providers in Kenya — to test the tetanus vaccine being given, to make sure there was no foul play.

Without explanation, the WHO suddenly abandoned the campaign. Alas, 19 years later, in 2013, they

were back. All girls and women, 15 to 49 years of age, were instructed to get vaccinated with a

series of Ave injections, six months apart. This, it turns out, is the exact schedule required for the

anti-fertility vaccine to produce sterility. Regular tetanus prevention requires only one injection

every Ave to 10 years, and under no circumstance would you need Ave of them.

Vaccines Test Positive for Anti-hCG

The Catholic Church decided to test the vaccines, and collected three sample vials directly from

clinics during the 2014 campaign. The samples were then sent to three independent laboratories

for testing. As feared, they found hCG in them. Another six vials were then collected, and tested by

six independent labs. This time, half were found to contain hCG.

At this point, the Catholic Church went public, urging girls and women to not comply with the

vaccination campaign. In an effort to settle the dispute, an investigative committee was formed,

consisting of three representatives selected by the Catholic bishops, and three government

ogcials.

It was agreed that the nine vials already collected would be retested, along with 52 samples from a

distributor who sells tetanus vaccine to the Kenyan government. This time, a more precise type of

test, high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), was chosen.

Dr. Nicholas Muraguri, director of medical services for the Kenyan government, contracted agriQ

Quest to perform this testing. However, he urged them to test samples provided directly by him

rather than the vials previously agreed upon. AgriQ Quest decided to analyze both batches.

The vials that tested positive for hCG using enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), still

tested positive using HPLC, but none of the samples provided by Muraguri tested positive.

A Decades’ Long Cover-Up

Shockingly, the government then demanded agriQ Quest “alter their report to indicate that they

were safe to be administered.” When agriQ Quest refused, the government, the WHO and UNICEF

responded by launching a public attack, accusing the Catholic Church of “peddling misinformation.”

And, since the only samples found to contain hCG were those provided by the Church, the

government accused them of tampering with the vials in an effort to undermine conAdence in the

vaccine.

An added twist here is that the vials that tested positive had the same batch numbers as vials that

tested negative. Only later did agriQ Quest discover that these negative vials had fake labels on

them. They were not, in fact, from the same lots as those that tested positive. They weren’t even

made by the same manufacturer.

AgriQ Quest also claims they can prove the positive samples were not tampered with, because they

did not test positive for hCG in general. The test clearly shows the hCG was conjugated with

tetanus toxoid, and this cannot occur by simply adding hCG to a vial of tetanus vaccine.

The conjugation — the chemical linking or bonding — of hCG to the tetanus toxoid can only occur

during the manufacturing process. This is the smoking gun that proves the neonatal tetanus

vaccine campaign was a cover for a population control campaign.

Muraguri also lied when he claimed the Kenyan government had only one supplier of tetanus

vaccine. As it turns out, there were two. Biological E. Limited provided a regular tetanus vaccine,

while the hCG-positive batches came from Serum Institute of India — the same country where most

of the WHO’s anti-fertility research had been conducted.

“ To imagine there’s a system somewhere, that
some people somewhere are behind my inability to
carry pregnancy to term, that is a diabolical
agenda! ~ Antoninah Mutinda”

Both Ngare and Karanja paid a steep price for their vigilance. The medical board called them for

disciplinary action. Karanja was issued a gag order, and since 2014 was not allowed to speak

publicly about vaccines in Kenya. He broke that gag order for this Alm. April 29, 2021, Karanja died,

allegedly from COVID infection.

A Truly Diabolical Agenda

Speaking for millions of women just like her, Mutinda, who has now struggled with infertility for

years, says:

“To imagine there’s a system somewhere, that some people somewhere are behind my

inability to carry pregnancy to term, that is a diabolical agenda!”

Before his untimely death, Karanja shared a message with the world, through the makers of this

Alm:

“When they are through with Africa, they’re coming for you.”

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,792 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Let's name names here. Bill Gates and his insane narcissistic way of thinking he is somehow the vaccine czar and thinks he can

decide who lives and who dies. From Gardisil to covid this monster has his hands in blood. The ladder in the swamp is high but Bill sits

near the top of murderers. He will try to Anish us off by buying all the farm land and controlling what we eat...or can't. Get rid of this

monster and the world just might have a chance.
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Missing Stan the man Becker and his daily descriptions of "the snake Gates". Your spot on Pridesmom. It is that stinking low life

Gates. He is lower than whale sh!t and that's on the bottom of the ocean. The world is getting mad as hell. Look at the farmers

in the Netherlands, Poland, Germany, Italy, Spain, and other locations around the world. www.youtube.com/watch
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Otis, the reality is no sane person in the world waking up to this man's horror movies is going to surrender to this despicable

spoilt-brat scoundrel. I wish Stan was still with us. He had a better way for putting things across with his acerbic humor. I wish I

didn't need to write like this. I don't like writing like this.
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What nerve for anyone to believe they can mess with the Keys to the Tree of Life, DNA, just more crimes against humanity, Life

throughout Creation. Criminal the bunch of them. Yes, when Gates and others like him are buying up farmlands is it not more of

the Lockout the Competition of the Planned-Demic? Otis, you're right! People please check out his link about farmers especially

the Netherlands, because you will not see or hear a peep in the Predator Owned Legacy Media. Same thing with buying up

private homes and rentals. When it comes to Gates, Stan doesn't need to post on this, it will be obvious as the day progresses

Stan messages were heard, and he is here in spirit.
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Think - so to gain insight and understanding of "Force" vs. "Power."  "Those who use force to impose their will on humanity

always succumb to power. As history has shown, all totalitarian regimes eventually come crashing down  not on account of

some divine intervention, but because each of us is born with inalienable rights that are intrinsic to human creation."   When

Force Meets Power: The Inevitable Collapse of the New World Order    

off-guardian.org/2021/12/26/when-force-meets-power-the-inevitable-coll..   Power to the people!
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That is the CRUX of the real issue at hand Pridemom. Gates and all the KNOWN perps are never remotely held accountable, day

after day, month after month and year after year. All they ever do is what they want at every turn and we wonder WHY nothing

changes. What rational mind believes things would change if the KNOWN perps responsible for something are not dealt with in

a REAL way. Just sayin
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Infertility: A Diabolical Agenda
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola % Fact Checked

The World Health Organization began working on an anti-fertility vaccine in the 1970s, in response to perceived overpopulation. For 20 years, the

WHO’s Task Force on Vaccines for Fertility Regulation worked with population control in mind

&

In 1993, the WHO Anally announced a birth-control vaccine had successfully been created to help with “family planning.” The anti-fertility vaccine

uses hCG conjugated (chemically bonded) to tetanus toxoid, used in the tetanus vaccine. As a result, a woman will develop antibodies against both

tetanus and hCG

&

HCG is the Arst signal that tells the woman’s body she’s pregnant. In response to this signal, her ovaries then produce progesterone, which maintains

the pregnancy to term. By combining hCG with tetanus toxoid, it causes this crucial pregnancy hormone to be attacked and destroyed by the woman’s

own immune system

&

In 1995, the Catholic Women’s League of the Philippines won a court order halting a UNICEF tetanus program that was using tetanus vaccine laced

with hCG. Three million women between the ages of 12 and 45 had by that time already been vaccinated. Anti-hCG-laced vaccines had also been

found in at least four other countries

&

Also in 1995, the Kenyan government launched a WHO tetanus campaign under the guise of eradicating neonatal tetanus. An investigation found the

vaccine given to girls and women, aged 15 to 49, contained hCG, and evidence suggests this was an intentional population control agenda

&
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Amen! He’s at the top of this nefarious food chain! He’s a eugenic, his father (Sr) was a eugenic and was a board member of

Planned Parenthood (another eugenics tool), so depopulation is #1 on his hit list! He’s TedTalk gives me the creeps, and yet, the

audience applauds! Sick!
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Am starting to suspect it may implode under its own weight - IT being the wide web of "health-based" organizations, NGOs and

private foundations that Gates has assembled not just to dominate but to monopolize all things related to vaccines: The Gates

Foundation, funding for WHO, founding CEPI and GAVI, and several pandemic tracking and reporting groups, including some at

his local university. Of course he has already threatened there will be a new pandemic, as Gates controls most vaccine actions

worldwide. LISTEN TO THE GIANT sucking sound? Still looks like only the Indian government learned their lessons from this

killing machine although another good sign was when numerous African nations recently bucked the WHO Treaty. Just wait til

the die-off, starting late fall...
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Anybody you can see is not at the top. There are hundreds of 'Bill Gates 'clones' waiting in the wings. This is the crux of the

problem, the media focus is not on those behind him, nor those behind them because they really are rich and thus have power

and they truly own everything and can avoid being seen. To describe Gates and Bezos and their ilk as 'the richest men in the

World' is risible in comparison, we are talking fortunes that have been built over millennia and the networks and superstructure

that goes with them. The Gates' land portfolio is nothing, QE2 owns one sixth of the World's land and she also owns a great deal

of the coastline (think wind farms) too and she is not at the top table either.

Even she with all that handed-down royal wealth is still a subject. There's an interesting Alm 'Who Controls the Gates Family' but

even that can't tell the whole story: https://youtu.be/dX9O3Yi-Nn0  . One theory even has it that Gates died many years ago -

there will always be rotten people, it is the system that worships wealth above goodness that needs dismantling, then the World

would have a chance.
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And then there is the fact that after Biden reinstated US funding for the WHO that Trump took away (one of his better moves),

Gates moves from being the largest supporter of this nefarious organization to the second largest funder after the US. When

will we get some elected leaders that have enough spine to actually recognize the loss of our constitution right to these

unelected ngo's and permanently take away their funding? Then we can dismantle the FDA the CDC and HHS itself. That will go

a long way towards balancing he budget. secularheretic.substack.com/p/the-gospel-according-to-bill-gates
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Bill Gates lives under the aura of “dignity and benevolence to humanity” spending beaucoup dollars being a “helping hand”.

Many many people continue to be brainwashed by this man’s supposed love and kindness for humanity.  The good news is that

Gates won’t be able to Agure out a way to destroy Hell’s Are, where he will reside.
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@Sue12, Thanks for that link. I had James Corbett's in-depth story "Who is Bill Gates?". This short is additional info.
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San5129 You are very welcome - they are both diligent, academic researchers, who have made great attempts at illuminating

the obfuscation. I presume you have also seen 'Rockefeller Medicine' and ''How Big Oil Conquered the World' among others? All

the pieces are coming together! All the very best, Sue
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Otis, I've more than once referred to Stanley Becker as "Stan the Man". Great guts he had, now he's gone I'm real sad, but I hope

he's in the memory of a kind mind, "The King of Eternity" and then when the time comes when the world's rid of dumb bum

tramps and wicked ones, the nouveaux riche, ill Will, the one with the awful eugenic wilful will and unkind kind of mind, then he,

(Stanley) will have a wonderful surprise when he opens his eyes and says incredulously, "The Snake has gone, Gods will's been

done" Ps Pontius Pilate said about the greatest man that ever lived prior to handing him over to religious fanatics. "Look, the

man". I'm not comparing manly Stanley to Jesus Christ though.

I'm not a sychophant. I've just remembered what Arst came to mind when I started to make this post, namely about the idea that

there is an overpopulation problem. I've said this before several times. "There are not too many people in the world, but there are

too many greedy, selAsh, uncaring unscrupulous people in the world the kind that hope to make $20 for every $ they invest with

their tax-dodging ill Will and Mal Mel Damnation of Nations Foundation that vampire blood money sucking scheme promoting

quackzinnes for the Silly Billy Boy the Son of a Snake. Call the Fire Brigade/Service. I can smell smoke though It could be my

soapbox smokebox catching Are again.duckduckgo.com/?q=song+call+the+Are+brigade&va=b&t=hr&iax..  Ps I'm not saying

anything about Roy Wood.
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Just one more thing Gates has his reptilian Angers wrapped around, a human example of garbage in, garbage out in motion. There is

going to be a population crash. It's been reported Korea's population in the near future will drop to 6% of what it is now, & more fuel on

a Are, 60% of those left will be 60 years old or older. Just wait when it hits China. In the West starting with the messaging the

Population is too big in the 70s' many opted for less children, some none. Then there is the dramatic drop in sperm counts, problems

with gender hormones due to "better living through chemicals," & a continued push for population controls.

The Third World countries often promoted as having run away large families ignores the need for many to have large families as they

are the "pension," the old age support system. Death rates of the very young are played down, it being a driver for larger families as

many die very young. This is used as marketing, see how these poorer countries people don't live as long. Actually, they do, it's a

marketing numbers game to present a look at this so you don't see that. The same is happening in the States as more young people

are dying for whatever reason before the Covid Scam, our longevity numbers are dropping, Whoops, we weren't supposed to notice.

The young women unable to carry a child to term, the young dying changes the average lifespan numbers. The States are ranked at the

bottom for developed countries. This is also driving many of the economic disruption as the Boomers are passing on along with

shrinking families. Squeezed on both ends with the Jab/s destroying the middle. Again, if the Para$itic Predator$ want a population

reduction, lead by example, they cut to the front of the line for everything else. Useless eaters? Who consumes more than a group of

those who believe it is their right to pursue the Rockefellers More is never Enough for them at our expense model.
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Well said!
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Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just; they are hypocrites, liars and deceivers - all of them! They tell us that we're over populated; yet our "leaders" are zooding

our countries with "refugees" and immigrants! Is it not obvious? Canada's population has gone from 30 million to 38 million,

within the past decade - or less! Trudeau brought in tens of thousands of them, in the middle of the alleged "pandemic". It

makes perfect sense to zood your country with immigrants and refugees from other countries in the middle of a "global

pandemic" - right?
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Randy, everything bloody thing is massaged and manipulated. It is a rare occasion when we can take something coming out of

Global Monopoly Controlled everything when their number one tenant is Let the Buyer Beware.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

John D Rockefeller was once asked how much money is enough. He replied "a dollar more". The elite can never achieve

satisfaction in anything. Most poor people are happier than them.
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CeceliaAnn
Joined On 8/30/2010 1:35:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Quote by Ben Carson: ""Maybe I am not objective when it comes to Planned Parenthood, but, you know, I know who Margaret Sanger

is, and I know that she believed in eugenics, and that she was not particularly enamored with black people". Perhaps we can put 2 + 2

together. Most times it does = 4.
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You might And this interesting.  www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-10992473/Bill-Gates-daughter-Phoebe..  I am going to use

the my body my choice to not get jabbed!
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is the Margaret Sanger story. www.hli.org/resources/the-difference-one-racist-made-margaret-sangers-..
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craigcam
Joined On 7/2/2021 6:11:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Link to WHO paper on fertility regulating vaccines. Good summary starting at page 33.

apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/61301/WHO_HRP_WHO_93.1.pdf
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Joined On 6/19/2006 7:59:45 PM
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Too bad they didn't control fertility before Klaus Schwab, Gates, Harari, the Rothchilds and the Rockefellers were born.
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MaryRN
Joined On 11/23/2009 11:22:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A series of 5 inoculations 6 months apart, did they call them "booster" shots? If you think about it it sounds like this was a dress

rehearsal for the "Covid-19" Aasco perpetrated on the world. MMC88121
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Everything was a dress-rehearsal, the prior 4 pandemics called by the WHO as outlined in the last chapters of RFK Jr's book "the

REAL Dr. Fauci" - its a good read. Here's a link, available at a variety of online bookstores:

www.amazon.com/Real-Anthony-Fauci-Democracy-Childrens/dp/1510766804
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katndognco
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Wow the TROLLS are in the comment section quick today!! As a human being Arst and a woman second I felt this deeply in my gut.

Preventing or inhibiting reproduction rights without consent is a HUGE and MASSIVE Human Rights Violation period!!  The medical

actions taken against these innocent women and children without their consent should incite world wide outrage coupled with public

hangings of each and every person involved in the theft of these individuals rights to reproduce. I’m completely disgusted and

shocked at the audacity and savage attack against speciAc populations, some of which we are not even certain!!  I hope those

responsible are discovered and held responsible!!
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Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

katndognco - like your passion. I begin with fundamental questions. Is it a foundational goal to create a moral and just society?

(yes or no).  As a moral and just society, should a fundamental canyon be "protect the weakest of the weak?" (yes or no)
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brianallen1
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Sadly, many people are not outraged as long as it doesn't affect them. They think the less people there are, the better for them!
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bfr27915, American ideology was based on a moral and just society yet it never quite actualized it’s noble ideals. Our awesome

constitution has been altered, our individual states rights manipulated nearly to the point of null and void. I’m between the lines,

deAnitely in the grey on protecting every person; protection without struggle creates weakness. Exercise is based on breaking

muscle Abers to grow muscle. Plants die so regeneration can take place. High tide/low tide, etc. I do believe in individual

responsibility with a good sized caveat; trickery and deceit impedes the opportunity to choose wisely.

If they were each adults with a science degree then they would know to research the research but children look to their parents

and other adults for guidance. The two countries mentioned; Africa and the Philippines have many citizens that aren’t

book-smart educated let alone schooled in the arts of deception and how to avoid being affected by liars and narcissists. It may

have been an exciting experience to be treated by a western doctor in a white coat, stethoscope, free lollies and all. Step this

way for a FREE modern prophylactic that prevents death from lock jaw. Yes please would be their response and that’s why they

went to those countries; easy prey.

Sure I got quite upset/passionate still I don’t agree with culling the masses without proper consent. There are millions signing

up for suicide on the installment plan daily; drugged out homeless know their choices lead to their demise. Smokers are warned

constantly. Obese people are warned constantly. We have speed limits, insurance waivers, etc. These women and children were
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denied the opportunity to actually choose to end their bloodline. ps: I just discovered Gateway today; your thoughts? Friend me

let’s chat
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Bill Gates has been bragging about controlling population with vaccines for years.
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ProximaC
Joined On 8/8/2021 7:01:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He thinks he is God. What is so reprehensible is the secrecy of his actions. He wants to clothe himself as "the Good Guy" when

he is only a small-minded thief.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In interviews when he chatters on about it, he's given to Ats of giggles. Shivers.
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craigcam
Joined On 7/2/2021 6:11:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gates buying up property is reminiscent of the Highland Clearances in Scotland and other social engineering efforts in Ireland and

many other countries throughout history (feudalism). The wealthy consolidate ownership of farm, housing, education, manufacturing,

assets, etc., then craft social policy to increase their wealth by raising rents, displacing populations or monopolizing manufacturing.

Examples of this in the U.S. are investment funds buying up single family housing and Gates buying up farmland. He rationalizes the

purchase of farmland by saying he will lease back the land for farming but once he owns the land he can easily raise the rent or

impose requirements that restrict the free market use.

Payment of a "free market" sale price is one of the Arst ways the buyer can justify increasing the rent. A real farmer (not an Anancial

investor) might be limited in the amount they pay for the ground by the market price for the crops, which is limited in times of

depression. Wealthy people always have a surplus to buy in ANY market and they can afford to wait to get a return on their investment.

By such practices they create scarcity. This is Anancial manipulation and the ultimate purpose of free market capitalism, which is to

acquire and control assets for the beneAt of the few.

Wealthy people believe that they are better qualiAed for survival than others, but fact is that many of the wealthiest had the luck of the

draw and did what any sensible person would do under the same circumstances. The wealth accumulation cycle must be hindered by

high taxation, frequent redistribution or social ownership of assets because Anancial elites will inevitably adopt criminal behavior

simply because they are Anancially able to buy the political system. A prime example of intergenerational venality is how Rockefeller

oil wealth was used to subvert American medicine and create a "patent" system of medicines.
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Gwyncann
Joined On 7/20/2012 8:36:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When will people learn?  Never, but never, inject anything into the body!
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Leslea1979
Joined On 3/21/2021 3:35:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe Gardasil is being used for sterilization in industrialized nations, including the United States.
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nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OMG, Bill Gates must be on the wrong anti-depressant!
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would like to know if there’s a test one can have done to see if the tetanus vaccine that was administered in my early 40’s contained

hCG? I knew better and even refused it at Arst, but the doctor put fear in me with being a person that loves gardening. From that day

forward It has caused many problems for me from going through terrible premenopausal symptoms. Heavy bleeding which I never

experienced prior and my body has not been functioning the same since. Early menopause at 50 and I suffer with numbness in my

hands and feet daily. Which is very uncomfortable. I was never able to get pregnant. Prior to that vaccine I was healthy. Oh and I live in

Canada the country now under the dictatorship of a turd!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Go And and watch the movie: "Trace Amounts" a documentary from 2012 or 2013 - that revolves around the tetanus shot and

may answer some of your questions. Or you may have more questions.
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Rose, that’s one I haven’t checked out yet. 2013 that’s the year I was given the shot
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A scientist decided he wanted to create a man. He asked God if it was OK. God replied Sure, go for it. So the scientist started gathering

clay. God shouted down to him "Hey, go make your own clay!"  Oh the folly of men that think they can play God.
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LillyTilly
Joined On 4/21/2014 5:05:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is what happens when the world falls for the mass brainwashing that good is the evil, and evil is good.  Maybe if the masses had

not been mollycoddling the evil ones, this would never have come to be.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

LillyTilly - agree. My Arst step in an action plan to prevent tyranny is the insight and understanding that if one accepts the fraud,

they have legitimized it. Don't legitimize the fraud. If you don't understand the fraud - then do nothing. If you don't understand

the "jab" (few do), then why are you getting it? Oh yes - conformity. Groupthink  Solomon Asch

 rumble.com/v1beh1o-aschs-conformity-experiment-can-you-withstand-group..
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here we are Ian the middle of such evil Leigh the covid jab. A concoctions that one cannot use inform consent because there is no list

of what the hell is in it. Are they doing the same with this potion? Are they reaching for our children to make sure they cannot bear

children? Are we looking at women also young as in their 20’s to experience menopause? And yet with all the information that is out

there, parents rush to have their little ones “vaccinated”.
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MysticTuba
Joined On 5/28/2009 10:48:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, I see that the absence of the ability to think critically as the cause of the parents' decision to give their kids the kill shots.

Maybe, in part, that is not such a bad thing, that the genetics of those who cannot think are not perpetrated. They DO have the

freedom to not comply.
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VeronicaDragon
Joined On 11/14/2006 3:22:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gave them gifts...just what they did with the CV jabs...gave them for free...bribes from college tuition to vacation ra|es...to burgers

and beer...Seriously???
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Nadine17
Joined On 6/20/2006 1:38:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Otis, I'm mad as hell and I'm not going to take it anymore!!  Thnx for sharing.
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badboy2
Joined On 11/15/2010 5:08:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another reason to avoid all vaccines, one does not know what's in them anymore. It hard to trust now-a-days.
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iro5345
Joined On 4/7/2014 3:44:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unbelievable!!!!! They are playing God or rather ministers of Satan's wickedness.  We are very anti vaccine in our home. We had a cable

installer come to my house a few years ago and commented on my two grandchildren. Then he asked if we vaccinated them. I said no.

He told me how his precious son was a responsive baby until his 6 mo. vaccine. Now he is not responsive at all and needs special

care.  This is nothing compared to the harm done by the WHO to these precious women! Who do they think they are? May God redeem

them! I am just sickened by this report. I was a critical care nurse many years ago, but now I don't trust medical doctors with anything.
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MarvelousMilly
Joined On 1/19/2014 2:30:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Doc here says they can produce sterility with about 5 birth control shots. That must be Depo Provera.  The NZ govt is using that on

young girls of low IQ now and years ago I was given a shot. It made me haemorage profusely. SICK STUFF. I never realised it could

sterilise.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Eugenics - created in the USA, practiced in Germany in the 1940's, and continued by the kreep Billy boy Gates (the punk who stole

everything from his partners with Micro-sux). Dr. Evil Herr Klausy Shwabb and his minions.... May they all go back to HELL where they

came from.
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gh[nn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My apologies for not having time; but when I noticed the headline, wanted to bring back the past. This was something Tricky Richard

(why is the known stand in for Richard deemed fowl) had proposed during his self proclamation of dietyship, that he alone would

determine who could reproduce. Timeframe early to mid 70’s. The Bill was probably burned to deny it ever existed.
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ScottPec
Joined On 5/23/2021 1:55:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Time reread a Brave New World
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MysticTuba
Joined On 5/28/2009 10:48:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What a volatile topic. My only comment here, is that misogynism continues in that it was WOMEN who were "vaccinated" against

pregnancy, allowing the continuation of the male dominance factor of THEY can continue to impregnate "at will." Oh My Goodness we

Don't Want To Make MEN infertile because that would interfere with their God-given "masculinity." Why not vaccinate MEN against

fertility, since they can produce AT LEAST one pregnancy PER DAY, given the availability of partners. while a woman can only produce

one every NINE MONTHS no matter the number of partners. Clearly this is yet another war against women.
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It never ends and they keep getting away with it.
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nwblacksmith
Joined On 12/30/2021 10:33:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Two things come to mind here. First - BillG is not that smart. He is competitive as all hell and he has a cutthroat business sense.

Neither of these are bad things at all and they have served him very well. BillG started with a very simple idea and purchased the core

for MS-DOS and the core for Windows and built these up into a world standard. I am typing this on a Windows machine and have zero

problem with using it or with BillG's success. He put in thousands of sleepless nights building MSFT into what it is today. That being

said, he is not that smart. I am betting that he read Isaac Asimov's Foundation series as a kid and he pictures himself to be another

Hari Seldon.

Unfortunately, Seldon is a Actional character and although Isaac let him be wrong a few times, these were never catastrophic - they

were more literary devices to accentuate the Hero's Journey of the tale. There is a saying that: "In theory, there is no difference

between theory and the real world. In the real world, there is." I bet that in BillG's mind, he does not see the distinction. He patterns

himself after a Actional character in a Actional story and is expecting everything to work out just peachy.
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He needs to get the he** off the world stage, hang out with his family and stop trying to meddle with the rest of us. He is not that

smart and he only messes up when he tries. Second - I see that the video was directed by Andy WakeAeld. Is that the same Dr. Andrew

WakeAeld who published the fraudulent paper in Lancet connecting the MMR vax with autism? Sample size of 12? Work funded by

lawyers who wanted to proAt off lawsuits? Stripped of his Medical degree? He had done excellent work with inzammatory diseases

such as Crohn's but I am taking what he says here with a grain of salt.
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I heard that b. Gates favourite book is “how to lie with statistics”
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pureelement5.com/aladdin-the-ai-that-owns-the-world  How about looking at Larry Finks Aladdin the ai that owns the world. Hmmm
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I just wanted to share this here since many Americans don't know about this, but the rest of the world does. Here is a link to "Georgia

Guidestones" www.zmescience.com/other/feature-post/georgia-guidestones-mysterious-i..  this mysterious multimillion dollar

monument was installed by anonymous buyer in 1970s with instructions like this: 1. Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in

perpetual balance with nature. 2. Guide reproduction wisely  improving Atness and diversity. etc. very interesting... recently attacked

and damaged too...
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The Georgia Guidestones went up in a mystery and came down in a mystery. I would speculate a bit. The GG went up in 1980 to

let the world know in an overpowering way the globalist World Economic Forum (WEF) plan for the New World Order (NWO).

Their "ten commandants" written in 8 languages replaced the bible as part of the NWO plan. The GG were heavily damaged at

4:30 am this week with an explosive device. Before the end of the day the GG were completely demolished. With no

investigation before the evidence, if any, was made the demolition forever made a real investigation impossible.

What was the explosive device and could it have been traced to the obvious knowledgable perps? Further speculation on my

part is that the WEF and NWO globalist realized it was a mistake to put the GG up in 1980 so took them out in 2022. In ten years

time people will totally forget about the GG. Kinda like the 911 WTC towers evidence of small nuke charges bringing the towers

down disappeared without a proper investigation.

www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/georgia-guidestones-damaged-vandalism-..
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Simon of Trent
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dahinton
Joined On 1/1/2008 3:18:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The thief does not come except to steal, and to kill, and to destroy. I have come that they may have life." - Jesus Christ - John 10:10

Satan's culture of death campaign is indeed global.
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I watched the quality of life decline in S. Florida as populations went from a few hundred thousand to many millions in a few decades.

As this semi-conAned area became more and more crowded, a pristine environment was trashed with development, car exhaust,

garbage, poop, crime....anxiety increased, people became crabby/pissy/selAsh/unfeeling...I had to leave to rural environs where now

the same crowding follows....The question is; How can civilizations be sustainable with cancer-like growth? Will anyone be happy or

healthy eating soylent elbow to elbow with others Aghting for the last strawberry? Famine disease and war are the end result of

populations outgrowing resources. Apparently man does not limit his numbers until these forces ensue. There is nothing more joyful

than a large family and nothing more horrifying than the collapse of a society. Tell me what is the solution other than limiting

reproduction or mass culling...Tell me!
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brianallen1
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Spreading populations out to larger, less dense areas. That  will never occur as the people in power love having them crammed

into small, heavily populated areas for maximum control. Spreading out the people is certainly better than murdering them.
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Brian...Like the Sahara or Mars? The most livable areas are already overcrowded and rural farmlands have been pretty well

cleared of family farms. Improved self-management toward sustainability and decentalization could be answers, until

everybody else piled in. Is every sperm sacred or are there limits? Empires rely on young workers and soldiers, now not so

much, leaving an oversupply of expendable deplorables. You can whine endlessly for reproductive freedom or confront the hard

reality of genocides and extinctions. Maybe gayness or environmentally reduced fertility are soft answers, but not ultimate

solutions..
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Your choice of words (“the oversupply of expendable deplorables”) tells us everything we need to know about how much you

value yourself versus how little you value others. Every human is made in the image of God, which confers sanctity of life. You

aren’t the arbiter of how much or how little a human is worth, or how expendable one is. Yet you’ve implied here that you are the

arbiter. You must know that Bill Gates and company include you among the “oversupply of expendable deplorables.” Notice how

the people who believe in depopulation and eugenics are only ever in favor of ending the lives of OTHER people? Never

themselves. Are you more deserving of life than another person? On what/whose standard do you make this evaluation?
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Tex, Those ain't my words, but the establishment position.....I value and respect all life...Got a solution.."God" seems to be AWOL

and allowing suffering beyond any shred of sanity. We need to stop looking to the sky for salvation and DIY here and now..or

reap the whirlwind.
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People will naturally limit their families if they know their two children will survive to adulthood. The surplus children are there

as insurance as in the past, famine, war, pestilence, etc. would kill off many of the children in childhood. Another factor for

having more children is the need for labor. Every child was needed to help work the land as all work was done through muscle

power and not through machines. Once people realize they do not need to worry about their children reaching adulthood, nor

need them for labor, they reduce their families.
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Forbidden, for anything to work, it must be market driven. Unfortunately, people congregate where the highest paying jobs are.

For example, Arizona is huge and vastly underpopulated while Phoenix is a concrete and asphalt jungle teeming with miserable

people competing in the Rat Race. It can only change when people stop chasing the almighty dollar, which means never.
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You have too small an understanding of God. You want proof that the population hasn’t outgrown earth’s resources? Look at

Israel — they’ve turned a desert wasteland into an agricultural giant, and even invented a technique to harvest fresh water from

the air. All this in an incredibly short window of time. If that nation can create and multiply yields, then so can others. Corruption

is what keeps so many starved. I remember hearing the testimony of an American missionary whose organization raised money

to purchase water wells to take to villages in Africa in need of clean, reliable water sources. When they attempted to

deliver/install the wells, the dominant warlord du jour and his tribal gang tried to extort thousands of dollars in exchange for

allowing the equipment into the area.

The charity refused to be conned. One may rightly assume that the controlling gang would have also used the water supply

gifted for free to the village as a means of control. It is man’s inhumanity to man that is the problem. Not the earth’s incapacity.

Food producers have managed to produce so much more food in recent years than when the world population was much less —

I’m sure that 100 years ago, it would’ve been hard to believe food production could ever meet demand, but here we are.
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The question is who should not reproduce. Reducing via not reproducing to get to 1930s as a guess. Some religions are

promoting and are an increasing percent of the global population. Musk is wrong when he says we need more people for the

reasons forbidden gives. Automation as the Japanese are pursuing is a way of maintaining the standard of living.
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Tex, Have you seen the result of modern food production? You wanna eat it? Like the fact it is wasting water and destroying

oceans? Like the disease stats? Maybe I don't understand "God" but I'm no idealog and see clearly where his "creation" is

headed. Maybe we need to realize our own divinity, stop looking outside ourselves, manage our planet and "do greater things" as

instructed.
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Nature usually does the culling, results of earthquakes, landslides, drought or zoods. Now we have PAzer doing a similar job?

"Greg Reese: The US Military is being destroyed from within. Deaths up 1,100% and rising." - -

www.bitchute.com/.../naWAXsrTgWrA  - - - - This discussion about holding the line and "what do we do about it" is interesting,

the alternative pharmacy, deep and on-target as they Anally get to the Parallel Societies: "The Pandemic & The Shots As

Weapons - Bioterrorism Expert Dr. Tau Braun" - www.bitchute.com/.../1ylC6vCTvjRM
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www.bitchute.com/.../bEHbRFZCmnRE  Now this is bat sh.. crazy he admitted the vaccine is being administered to kill children
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The adult thing to do is probably learn to control our own fecundity. Without governmental or religious input. Replace your

selves (that's two children) and stop. I know there are those who think people should be allowed to 'be fruitful and multiply' but

there is a point where it is no longer being fruitful, it is being damaging. And I think another interpretation of the statement

could be something more like "Be creative and intuitive!" We have lost wonderful creative skillset in today's society...
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Dr Mercola, can you look into weather weaponisation eg look at HOLODOMOR 2.0 THE REBIRTH OF BOLSHEVISM. This vid shows you

how this is done . Weather Weaponisation chemicals cause ill heath. Please develop your own reporting angle.
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Leahoz - I wish someone would really dealve into the effect of these Chemtrails. I have been in bed a week now feeling ill and

weak. - I have been nowhere near anyone with colds or zu or anything. The only thing I think it could be are the chemtrails. I am

feeling "under the weather" literally.
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Chemtrails plus 5G. You are getting cooked as in a low powered microwave oven. Don't worry, they'll turn it up when the time is

right.
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What happened to Stan?
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Stan passed away in May.
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IDK....when I walk thru some cities I see thousands of homeless crawling in the gutters and see thousands more in videos and from
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IDK....when I walk thru some cities I see thousands of homeless crawling in the gutters and see thousands more in videos and from

many others observations...and with 8++ billion people on earth.....and than ya see supposedly 'Intelligent, educated' waddle around

wearing some absurd rag/mask and these are the same people that run a school for instructing children...than I start to wonder why

are these mindless 'PeopleBots' even wasting food and oxygen> And this is how decayed millions have become...virtually walking

waste of life...pumping unknown drugs into their systems to ;get high' to 'escape the realities ' of living.......well why are these things

even around?

why is this 'useless crude' even here? and most of this in 'Nature' would be 'eliminated' simply because IT can't survive without'sucking

off of society' .....I am for living to survive on ones own . I have had years of "putting Out' helping and adding to life ...and sure I have

been taken advantage of , many times....or 'used'...and well......like they say "Sh!t Happens' .......and so it does......
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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In todays world....things are so 'easy' so 'convenient.....many have nothing to do except sit and watch some TV or Internet

Games' or "Be Entertained' usually by some useless entertainment' accomplishing nothing....   Societies have become a sewer

of crimes...USA have become a Third World country...with millions of worthless , useless feeders...screaming and bit_hing

about 'rights ' of a twisted Idea..... Actually I am glad I am an old man. Living on MyMountain my way....
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fundamentalassumptions
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The same people who covered these things up, now expose it? Sin is universal. Capitulation to the sins of pride& greed are not linked

to the amount of melanin in a person's skin, but to the holy spirit of truth or spirit of the father of lies they conscientiously choose to

serve. Similar to the way in which the idolatrous humanist Michael King, aka Martin Luther King Jr, was initiated& groomed by

communist& Babylonian Romish European styled Luciferian Marxists to draw non-discerning &self-professing 'Christians' & many

Jewish people into an idolatrous antichrist corruption, a philosophy& political power structure w/ no power to save souls.

To the end of corruption,theft, destruction& Babylonian union harming all but a very select few of cold,bestial gnostic 'managers' tried&

proven to reliably sell out the true& living God, his word, truth& their fellow man of whatever shade& content of melanin in order to

'survive' or 'to get ahead'.

Conditioned to sin, angst& despair w/o the blessed hope, bitter, unable to receive truth or to love in truth requiring faithful warning&

exhorting, risking rejection,persecution...as the cruciAed Lamb of God. W/o the blessed hope coming of the biblical Gospel of the Lord

Jesus Christ received, bringing the change of new birth& the power of God which alone can lift a soul:no proud, conniving Simon the

Sorcerer attempting to buy or to craft it can know or understand that, buy it,or affect it no matter how cunning or how hard they work.

Souls turned from truth are unable to know right,let alone to Aght for it,& have no hope of resurrection. They're left w/ naught but

fretting& spinning their webs in vain, bearing the hard& heavy yoke of Satan,refusing what God provided for them in Christ. Dumbing

down& demoralization,& various other techniques of sorcery gnosis in order to draw men into illegitimate servitude& slavery are old,

old strategies: at least as old as Genesis 6& 11 KJB/AV, & deAnitely as old as the Dark Age& Inquisition.
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Randyfast
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The "God of this world" AKA, Prince of the power of the air; couldn't be happier! The "Great Deception" has begun.
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But they never used hCG positive vaccines in India. I don't know if Indian government is aware of this fact.
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Or don't want to know.
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Maybe not but Gates crippled/ paralyzed 496,000 Indian children with his oral polio vaccine [banned in USA because of the live

virus in it] In 2009 they launched an experimental Gardasil /Cerverix campaign in the illiterate outlying provinces of India with no

informed consent . Ave girls died and scores were hospitalized. Indian Courts convened and condemned the Gates Foundation

and banned them from coming in again.
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Yes; this evil has been going on for a long time. "Covid" is another evil! I've said from the very beginning that NOBODY was sick and

dying from "covid"...opinions vary. The following Zach Bush video conArms that I was/am right! This doctor knows all about viruses

and in this video with Jeffery Smith, he totally demolishes the covid narrative! If you believe for one second that people are dying from

covid, you must watch this video. Zach explains in great technical detail; exactly what's been going on, including the 'respirators' and

the so-called "cold and zu season". -- www.cancerschmancer.org/articles/zach-bush-covid-19-glyphosate-and-nat..
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gardenbe
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I haven’t watched the whole thing yet, but THANK YOU for sharing this link! I always appreciate Zach Bush’s medical insight &

knowledge! Great intro pointing out a (virus) bundle of non-living material is NOT part of micro-biome.
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Gardenbe; You're welcome. Everyone should be watching this one. It puts the "covid" narrative to rest, once and for all. Of

course, it won't stop this insanity from continuing. It does; however, point out that there is absolutely no reason to be afraid of

this virus. I've heard so many people adamant that their friends or relatives "had" or "died" from covid. No, they did not! That's

what the "Health Authorities" tell us. How many of us haven't been sick at all, throughout this psyops? Any number of things can

kill people. Covid isn't one of them. I like the part, near the end, when Zach points out that there is no "cold & zu" season (a fact

that I've known, all along) and he explains why. Zach is one of a number of brilliant doctors, working for our side.
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To all of this vaccination for infertility, add abortion on demand which depresses the useful segment of the population even further.

Hence, the United States is intent on self-destruction by allowing immigrant, diseased, and often criminal hordes with no appreciation

for its better values to swarm in, thus taking the place of the employable. Joe the PINO [President in Name Only] has a great future in

store for the nation. What's the alternative?  Males - keep the penis in your pants. Females - just say "no" to another plough job. Pretty

straight forward.
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What are your alternatives for abortion on demand?... forced vasectomies? sexually active men paying a sperm tax, which will

be used towards supporting those impregnated Women that would otherwise not be able to afford childcare, all on their own,

for the next 18 years? ________________________________________________ Now, to get straight to the point, since CLEARLY you

don't get it. The ones who are denying Women the right to chose NOT have a baby in the USA.... are the SAME as the ones who

have taken away a Woman's right to HAVE a baby in many other countries.
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What happened to Stan Becker? - I don't regularly read the comments. I loved to banter with him when I commented often several

years back.
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He clocked out a couple months ago.
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He passed away in May. I don’t know what happened to him. I miss him on here too
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Geri that sounds so bad. Doesn’t sound nice at all
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So what if it doesn't sound nice. That's what happened and that's reality.
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Well, I am not against pro choice on birth.  But, the reality is the mother earth cannot support the current population, much less more.

So, what do we do????  What is a humane way of controlling out of control reproduction???
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TROLL ALERT, Go home..
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treecie
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"Mother Earth" can't support anything, but there's plenty of room on the planet and plenty of resources. The scarcities are

artiAcial and could be remedied if hostile actors did not attempt to control and limit them for their own purposes. As far as the

environment goes, creative solutions could be found that did not endanger human life, so long as no one tried to stop them for

their own gain. The earth is not more important than the people on it, whatever Gates and Soros and their ilk may think.
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Treecie ... Gates and Soros, the WHO and the whole stinking swamp are misogynists. No sane woman will acquiesce to their

diabolical agenda. They will be exposed for the psychopathic criminals they are.
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The humane way is not to have controllers working surreptitiously to remove natural human rights. The humane way is

inclusive, never exclusive. "Out of control reproduction ... " a dead giveaway. I am sorry "Out of control reproduction ..." applies to

vaccine makers with their vaccines for controlling humanity.
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Human population has decreased, in Africa as mentioned in the article. US population is down. Othe countries as well. Have to

question if part of the anti-abortion movement is white people worrying they'll soon be a minority group. Who will work in their

factories, buy their junk, etc.?
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Who are you to make that call?! God is in control of this and every living thing! We are to make the earth bountiful of ALL living

beings NOT to depopulate it!!
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Gonein60seconds everyone seems to be unable to recognise that the planet itself has repeatedly, dramatically; reduced the

population of the planet, the most regular method being the movement of the crust, driven by changes in ice levels above sea

level; which moves the location of the point of rotation, which in turn creates what are described as Ice Ages. Read Earth's

Shifting Crust by Charles Hapgood, where you will see a clear description of such movements every 20-40,000 years. To add

that, some of us out here believe that with ice melting all over the mountain ranges of the planet, we may well be about to

experience another crust slip. Food for thought?
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I quite agree with you, we either do something now or nature will do it for us. Get bill Gates out of the equation.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, Gone, for the opportunity to set the record straight. You could politely request those destroying the planet to support

population levels in a healthy and humane way - Monsanto’s glyphosate, geo-engineering, artiAcial weather seeding, nuclear war

brinkmanship, toxic waste, dodgy pharmaceuticals etc - you get the picture. When the 1% have destroyed the planet, will they

colonise another or continue to enjoy their private sources of organic wagyu beef, gourmet meal selections and pristine water

supply while producing yet more of those evil CO2’s they harp on about ? You cannot eat dollars, which is why puppet imposed

mandates - travel restriction, social distancing, injections, masks, artiAcial meat, sequestration of farmland etc does not apply

to them and who exactly are “the useless eaters” we could dispense with?

First to volunteer might be non productive wealth accumulators who syphon off the world’s wealth. These might include royalty

(four children per family). As an erudite researcher, you will be familiar with Greek mythology and hydra, the gigantic, snake-like,

many headed monster which when one of its heads was cut off, simply grew another. An analogy often refers to a kabal, digcult

to control and whose tentacles appear everywhere - stratospherically, globally, nationally, even locally.

Admittedly a kabal represents only about one cent of the population but without them, further destruction of the earth’s

resources would be halted. I suspect you have accepted tall tales from mainstream media, without which the impending climate

catastrophe narrative would fail. Follow the money, do your own research and most important, keep your television in the off

position. I suspect you have not consulted mother earth for her opinion but have been told what to think by those who would

reduce the population for their own ends and are not fussed about humanitarian methods of doing so.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/9/2022 5:16:46 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is an abundance of unpopulated land on this planet! It is the MEGA CITIES that are "overpopulated". Stop talking

nonsense!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/9/2022 6:47:01 AM

" Like  # Dislike

 

DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You don't trick people into taking infertility treatments. It has to be a choice. Developed countries have fewer births. That's how

you do it. Work with the underdeveloped countries to bring them up to the educational levels of the leading countries, protect

children so they grow to adulthood so mothers will want fewer babies, give people the chance for a better life. The prospect of a

better future will affect number of births.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/9/2022 7:19:25 AM

" Like  # Dislike

 

tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don’t think that you were appointed as God

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/9/2022 8:56:56 AM

" Like  # Dislike

 

TexasRed77
Joined On 2/1/2021 7:51:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“Earth cannot support the current population, much less more.” This is not true.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/9/2022 9:47:26 AM

" Like  # Dislike

 

brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

First of all, earth is not a mother and certainly not the people's mother. Secondly, NO person has any right whatsoever to

determine who lives or dies, not even "control" the population. Earth is land and water and nothing more.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/9/2022 9:49:23 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gone in 60 Seconds, since you think there are too many people and that is the problem, would you like to volunteer to be

"humanely eliminated"?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/9/2022 1:07:16 PM
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In my opinion your post should be at the top, not at the bottom of the comments page, we should not react like the “fact

checkers” and msm censors we profess to despise. There is no need for knee jerk reactions and cries of “troll” to what is a

perfectly reasonable question and one that highlights the need for transparency in public life. You have every right not to be

subjected to mass formation psychosis and fear mongering by governments and mainstream media and to expect that they

broadcast the truth. You have the right to assume that your representatives in parliament or congress have not been bribed,

threatened or otherwise cajoled into accepting the false narrative regarding population control and other lies invented by

criminal organisations and psychopaths playing out James Bond plot lines for real.

It is well known that Boris is a Schwab puppet and Gates of Hell is allowed to fund public media corporations and health

organisations, effectively replacing them. There is widespread corruption, intimidation and misinformation controlling the

narrative and we should at least empathise with innocent victims of indoctrination and lies.
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